The pot of soup bubbled away nicely through the whole morning as the children watched anxiously, making their own mud soup and keeping warm by the fire. We shared the soup in cups, sitting around the fire on logs. The smoke followed us teasing our eyes as we sat in the circle!

Our entertainment was to watch the fire and smoke and sing camp songs we had learnt in singing.

When the soup had all gone and the fire just embers, the children toasted marshmallows over the coals. The delicious sweet dessert finished off a gorgeous morning full of valuable learning. We didn’t have any injuries that morning and a calm sense of serenity filled our Outdoor Learning Area.

Everyone tried the soup and it was delicious! Some people even had seconds!

Room 14 & 15
Campfire

It took lots of wood to keep the fire burning.

We used Mrs Gray’s camp oven to put over the fire.